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入賞作品

9 松本　司冴　5歳
47 安部　実花　年長
83 浅田　華音　2歳
114 三上　杏珠　年少
123 植本　美咲　年中
128 後藤　陽來　年中
226 久保田　彩友 6歳
242 林　望　12歳
245・247・251　河野　鈴愛　8歳
267 大越　丈次　9歳
341 深川　大興　8歳
393 櫛﨑　柊瑠　8歳
402 河野　瑛斗　6歳
424 大谷　日向璃　6歳
428 志賀　流舞　6歳
467 中野　京志郎　6歳
475 和田　遥陽　6歳
495 山田　康平　11歳
625 加茂　しなの　5歳

5 阿部　琴乃　16歳
8 城岸　美稀
16 山口　愛子　62歳
43 嶋田　浩伸　21歳
45 西村　康世　40歳
65 河崎　浩子　49歳
77 萬谷　美恵子　41歳
89 伊藤　聡　38歳
151 梅下　麻美　30歳
162 久保田　彩菜　高2
164 佐々木　百香　高1
165 桑原　百加　高1
166 庫本　正
168 三浦　伶直人　15歳
174 河野　訓子
197 Ｊ１３５KG　33歳
224 前野　早希　24歳
272 田中　利奈　13歳
274 秋山　直　21歳
277 福永　佳奈　20歳
303 鮑谷　理栄子　30歳
304 溝部　登也　13歳
323 坂根　和恵　78歳
338 岡　清楽　中3
386 北野　倫　12歳
424 中原　夕奈　14歳
443 山本　将也　14歳
502 前田　信之　いいとし

3 4 8　H i s a n a  K a w a s a k i  a g e 6
“ I  f ed  a  cow”

■Award Selection Committee
Yoshinori Katayama (Vice-Principal of Sakurada Jr. high school, City Shimonoseki)
Mami Okamoto (Curator / Yamaguchi Prefectural Museum of Art)
Yasuyoshi Yagi （Director of Akiyoshidai International Art Village）
▼trans_2016-2017 Residence Artists
Hyeree Ro   (Installation, Performance / South Korea)
Ilse Leenders   (Photography, Visual art / the Netherlands) 
Kaori Oda    (Video, Film / Japan)
Lo-Kyung Yi    (Video, New media, Performance / South Korea)
Yow-Ruu CHEN   (Performance, Photography, Theater art / Taiwan)
Kastehelmi Korpijaakko    (Photography / Finland)
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Kastehelmi Korpijaakko Select
「Changing Landscape」PrizeLo-Kyund Yi Select

「Dog」Prize

Ilse Leenders Select
「Kawaii / Cute」Prize

Kaori Oda Select
「I Wonder What You Are Saying」Prize

Yow-Ruu Chen Select
「Future」Prize

Hyeree Ro Select
「REAL LIFE」Prize

Mami Okamoto Select
「The Smell of Spring Is about to Reach」Prize

Yoshinori Katayama Select
「Surprised with the Long Tongue」Prize

Deep inside but not lose the pure. Good 
color use between each item on the card. 
Detail is guite funny but also can see what 
you feel about the world.
It still have the space for breeth, and it’s 
also important for you in the future.
Nice job. The little dog’s face is seems like he 

don’t won’t go home. So I felt he’s 
will. I think this is very good scene.
Let dog play more! 

It was the first one to catch me eyes and I could 
feel the artist’s joy and happiness. The sentiment 
that the artist must have felt was very well deliev-
ered to the viewer (me!) Also, I could know that it 
was from a real life experience and I wondered 
about what kind of life the artist has. I like the way 
strawberries are all facing towards the girl, how the 
girl’s facial expression is shown, how her hands are 
stretched out to reach the strawberry. Great 
colors, delicate dots on the strawberries, nice 
composition overall I especially like the fact that 
each strawberry and each leaves are in different 
colors.

The drawing captures the scene to feed a cow very well.
It is an unconcerned scene but the subject is probably 
surprised with the long tongue and bends backward, and 
I could feel his/her impressive experience.

I loved it at first sight.
What’s drawn on the postcard could be 
friends, family, or animals? Or could it be 
even your imaginary creatures? I don’t 
get to know the fact but ‘everyone’ in 
the postcard kindly started talking to me 
all at once. While wondering what each 
and every one of them is taking about, I 
could keep staring at the drawing for long.

The card is at the same time very simple and  
delicate. It is a traditional postcard depicting a 
landscape but as postcards usually depict ideal 
scenes this one is more realistic, it shows the 
human presence in the landscape by depicting 
skillfully electricity lines connecting the moun-
tain tops. Simple strong colours together with 
gentle lines make it a very strong and touching 
image.

A tender pink flower in bloom under the blue sky.
The emperor and the empress sitting close together look 
very happy.
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288　Sayo Tani / Sosuke Tani  age27 / 1 359　Tetsuya Nakatani

106　Syuhei Nomura age30

This cute drawing reminds me of the hamster I 
had when I was a child, it becomes really alive.
With little colors you have managed to create 
a drawing that is vividly alive and the animal 
becomes real. What is interesthing a well is 
that the background is colored and the subject 
it self has only the color of the paper it self. 
The whole paper is used therefore in a techni-
cal good way. I wonder is this your own pet? 
keep on drawing! All the best.  
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Hyeree Ro Select
「REAL LIFE」Prize

It was the first one to catch me eyes and I could 
feel the artist’s joy and happiness. The sentiment 

364　Kaede Utsunomiya  age5

Ilse Leenders Select
「Kawaii / Cute」Prize

496　Kanon Nakagawa  age8

This cute drawing reminds me of the hamster I It was the first one to catch me eyes and I could 
feel the artist’s joy and happiness. The sentiment 

Kaori Oda Select
「I Wonder What You Are Saying」Prize

I loved it at first sight.
What’s drawn on the postcard could be 

430　Syoma Masunari  age6

Lo-Kyund Yi Select
「Dog」Prize

The little dog’s face is seems like he 
don’t won’t go home. So I felt he’s 

492　Sachika Fujita  age11

Yow-Ruu Chen Select
「Future」Prize

Deep inside but not lose the pure. Good 
color use between each item on the card. 

composition overall I especially like the fact that 
each strawberry and each leaves are in different 

209　Mami Shigeoka  age8

Kastehelmi Korpijaakko Select
「Changing Landscape」Prize

color use between each item on the card. 
Detail is guite funny but also can see what 

The card is at the same time very simple and  

540　Nozomi Sato  age8

Deep inside but not lose the pure. Good 
color use between each item on the card. 
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